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Dylan Perfect, ASOSU Vice President requested the Judicial Council to review Title XI(5) of the ASOSU Statutes in regards to election candidacy with the inquiry, “If the student described herein were to register for candidacy for multiple offices, for which they are otherwise eligible, would they be permitted to be listed on the ballot for each position.”

After thorough deliberation and review of both the Statutes and ASOSU Constitution, the ASOSU Judicial Council shares that there is nothing outlined within these governing documents that would prohibit a student from registering for candidacy for multiple offices, for which they are otherwise eligible, and being listed on the ballot for each position. As which is understood and outlined within the ASOSU Constitution, the individual may not hold more than one position, if elected.

The ASOSU Judicial Council cites the ASOSU Statutes Title XI, Section 5, A.1 “The title of each office for which an individual has registered for candidacy.” This wording helped the Council to decide that the use of the word “each” holds that it is possible for an individual to register for candidacy for multiple positions. Therefore, the ASOSU Judicial Council concludes that the student described may run for more than one position in the ASOSU Elections.